‘‘The Kingdom of God’
was not about an
afterlife, about how to
get to heaven, but
about transformation
of life here on earth.’

- Marcus Borg
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Why Am I Me?
Came the cry of the small child,
Becoming aware of self.
That I’m here, at least I think,
And I’m afraid, alone.
Came the query of the young man,
Demanding clear skies.
That I have to be, and why,
It sucks to think.
Came the doubt of the wife and mum,
Fearing for her child,
That I’m too full to believe,
Yet guilt gives me pause.
Came executive analysis,
Rationalising outcomes,
That I see solutions for things,
But not myself.
Came the older woman,
Past IVF and empty nest,
That I am now myself,
Solo, but not with God.
Came the time of spent waste
For the old man, now alone.
That I have too much time,
Most spent with self.
Came the hospital bed,
The time of final choice.
That I have not fallen for belief,
But wonder, wonder.
Came the review of one life,
Image of self, not of God.
That all might have been so,
And yet, with God, so new.
Came the chance to live again,
And we could be sure.
That might change it all,
And it could be so.
Varmasmily
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Best_definition_of_life.jpg
[CC BY-SA 4.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0)]
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Have you noticed? Well, we have a
different font (Helvetica), fresh footer,
revised cover and a squeeze on this page
to give Adrian a bit more space on the next
one. But we still have the same intent to
encourage, debate, and promote a
progressive approach to Christianity.
Our issue begins in reflective mood with
Stuart’s poem, a memoriam to Jack Dean,
and Jack’s own words on prayer. We
ponder Trinity Sunday, our shared
humanity, reports on spirituality and
morality, Psalm 5 and John 21, and the
usual mix of reports, reflections, and news.
Again my thanks to everyone who has
contributed to this issue and a reminder to
please encourage each other to put pen to
paper, or fingers to keyboard, to keep
these pages full of thoughtful, inclusive,
and inspirational content.
Welcome to the 29th edition of PV. Enjoy!

Cover Image:
https://pxhere.com/en/photo/182680
CC0 Public Domain
Thank you! From the Queen Elizabeth
hospital chaplaincy team for the £128.50
donated at the AGM.
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Chair’s Letter
‘What do we mean by progressive?’ That was a
familiar but important question asked by one of our
members at the annual meeting in Birmingham in
April. The temptation was to answer the question
solely in the confines of the Christian faith, referring
to honesty in biblical scholarship, a focus on the
historical Jesus and less on metaphysical
constructs about him. We could have discussed the
crippling effect of dogma and the damage done to
many gay, lesbian and trans people by sections of
the church. And so on. But then I thought that the
question of what it means to be progressive opens
up a far bigger set of issues and affects all aspects
of life - political and social action, areas of medical
ethics, concerns over the environment and indeed
how we construct a value system for ourselves as
individuals and for whole communities, which then
guides all decision making.
In recent weeks, beginning with our annual meeting,
a number of issues have come to the fore, when it
might seem that our own society and countries
across the world seem to be regressing rather than
progressing. In Birmingham we were reminded
afresh by Professor Richard Wilkinson of the gross
inequality in the UK. Recently we have learnt that
half the land in England is owned by just 25,000
landowners, less than 1% of the population. Chief
executives of failing companies such as
Debenhams walk away with 6 figure sums. A new
study by the Social Metrics Commission reveals that
4.5 million UK children are living in poverty.
Shortly after the AGM came the actions of
“Extinction Rebellion’, bringing much of London to a
standstill over Easter and the inspiring challenge
which 16-year-old Greta Thunberg made to
politicians across Europe, calling for radical action
taken to save our planet from climate chaos.
Then in the midst of this headline-making direct
action about saving the planet, we learnt on Easter
Day of the horrendous killing of over 250 Sri Lankan
Christians in acts of terrorism and barbarism.
Finally, as I write this letter, parliament has
reconvened after the Easter recess and the
continuing Brexit debate is a reminder that we live in
a divided country, where the May elections will
again impel us, as citizens, to ask fundamental
questions about what kind of a country do we wish
to live in and what are the values by which we live
our lives in community.
Inequality, climate chaos, the rise of a dangerous
nationalism which stigmatises those deemed to be
‘different’, inter religious violence – all challenges
which must be faced and must be overcome. To be
‘progressive’ means to work for a world and a
country that rejects the regressive pull of an
economic and social structure which disables and
4
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diminishes large sections of the population. To be
progressive means to be radical in finding solutions
to limit our carbon emissions. To be progressive is
to abhor the kind of religious fundamentalism and
tribalism which engenders violence and killing and
which has no place in the modern world. To be
progressive is to call out the narrow jingoistic view
of nationalism which stigmatises people who are
different because of their race or migration status.
And as progressive Christians we find our
inspiration in the life and teachings of Jesus of
Nazareth, who showed us how truly to live and how
to love, utterly and sacrificially.
When PCN therefore is asked if it would like to
affiliate to the Equality Trust, having made a
donation to its work after our AGM, surely we
should say yes! And yes to PCN being clearly
associated with all those organisations and
movements working for a more peaceful, just and
sustainable world (our ‘eighth point’).
“By this shall all know that you are my disciples,”
Jesus tells the apostles, “if you have love one for
another.” (John 13:35) Christians have no monopoly
on love of course but if we can truly love creation,
truly love those who are different from ourselves,
truly love those of different faiths and ideologies,
truly love to see the poor lifted up, then being
progressive would be a term worth owning.

Adrian Alker serves as the
Chair of PCN Britain
adrian.alker@pcnbritain.org.uk

www.equalitytrust.org.uk
Membership
PCN Britain has charitable status, and
depends wholly on its membership for funding
the work we do. Membership of the
Progressive Christianity Network Britain is for
all who value an open, progressive and
theologically radical voice within British
Christianity, and want to maintain and
promote that generous understanding of faith.

01594 516528
www.pcnbritain.org.uk/membership

Trustees
At the Annual General Meeting in
April, members thanked Richard
Tetlow for his years of dedication as
a trustee of PCN, as he stepped
down. We welcome
Tony Sanchez
(pictured) as a new
trustee. Tony attends
St James’ Church in
Piccadilly and has
served there as a
churchwarden. He has
a degree in Religious Studies, has
an interest in spirituality and works in
west London as a counsellor.
The trustees have learnt of the sad
death of two of our members, Les
Acklam and Jack Dean and
condolences were sent to their
families. We continue to discuss the
kind of conferences we would like to
hold in the years ahead and we have
wondered about the feasibility of
holding some kind of day specifically
for parents with children. We are
grateful for the work which Bob
Reiss is doing in the greater London
area, in coordinating the various
groups, being a conduit for news and
encouraging a joint event for London
members. It would be good if we
could find other PCN members
willing to be a kind of regional coordinator, a link between the trustees
and all that is happening in the
groups in a region. Any volunteers?
Behind the scenes a good deal of
work is going on by our website team
to keep on developing the site and
making it such an important channel
of communication. Meanwhile we are
anticipating progress in our film
project with most of the themes for
the films now agreed.
We are able to co-opt three people
on to the trustee body and if you feel
you have particular interests and
skills to offer to PCN, do have a word
with myself or one of the trustees!
Adrian Alker, Chair

Faith...the Art of
Unease?
Revd Canon Mark Oakley
Sat 5 October, 10am-4pm, £15
The Church at Carrs Lane,
Birmingham, B4 7SX
0121 643 6151
office@carrslane.co.uk
www.carrslane.co.uk

Letters ….
The Mystery of God
I have attended several Lent groups
in the past, most of which have left
me feeling somewhat frustrated and
disappointed, mainly because of the
limited opportunities afforded for
deeper and more challenging
discussion. I have come away from
those groups feeling that all such
meetings do is to comfortably
reinforce the traditional conservative
beliefs of most attenders behind a
firmly closed door into the intellect.
Much to my delight, the Exeter group
I attended this year, which was
studying 'The Mystery of God' based
on notes from Churches Together in
Britain and Ireland, proved willing to
discuss at all theological levels, even
graciously listening to some of my
heretical pronouncements without
showing me the door. Leadership
over the five weeks was shared
between three people who each
came well prepared and encouraged
discussion, sometimes at deeply
personal levels.
At the end of one we were invited to
sing 'Be still for the presence of the
Lord' with guitar accompaniment
which, with the resulting
spontaneous vocal harmonising,
provided a moving and unexpected
'spiritual moment' for me.
As a general conclusion, I feel there
is an urgent need for all Christians to
become far more biblically informed
than the majority are at present.
Chris Avis
I was first attracted to PCN on
reading point 7 in John Churcher’s
book ‘Setting Jesus Free” which
states that we gain more insights
from the search for understanding
than from dogmatic certainty. I feel
that it is perceived dogma that puts
off so many from discovering faith
and it would be so good if dogmatic
was always used before the word
certainty, for it makes the meaning
so much clearer.
Paul James

Want to reply? Have your own
burning question? A comment
on a recent event? Want to
check whether a thought is
unique to you?
If so, please get in touch
dave.coaker@pcnbritain.org.uk

Memoriam
Alan Jack Dean
22nd May 1927 – 16th March 2019

I first became aware of Jack Dean
through articles he had written for PV
and letters to Reform – the United
Reformed Church magazine.
My first correspondence with him
was to request the first of two of his
booklets of essays, ('Didn't see you
in church, Jesus' and 'A View from
the Pew' – available on the website).
This was the start of a blossoming
friendship that was further enhanced
when I wrote to Reform in support of
Jack, when some readers took
offence at a letter he’d written.
Jack was a man of many talents: he
had a very good singing voice and
took part in many concerts and
musical productions. This is how he
met his wife Margaret, marrying in
1993, an accomplished pianist.
Apart from anything else Jack was a
lay preacher of some renown, taking
inspiration from the likes of Spong
and other progressively minded
writers, but his progressive views
didn't please everyone.
Jack was an excellent photographer,
often photographing weddings and
other events. He was also a very
talented artist, his freehand sketches
being meticulous in their detail, no
doubt because Jack had spent a
period working as a Draughtsman.
For a period of his working life, Jack
worked for De Havilland, where he
developed a keen interest in aviation
art; he amassed a fine collection of
pictures of various aircraft, many
signed by famous aircrew; he also
had a collection of model railway
engines, another of his interests.
It would be impossible to list all of
Jack's interests and achievements,
but I hope this will give some idea of
the depth of this man, who tried to
follow the teaching of Jesus, that we
should love one another, while
rejecting the icon the Church has
made of Jesus the Christ. Sleep well
Jack, you have earned your rest.
George Drake
June 2019
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How should we pray?
According to Luke this appears to be one of the
primary questions put to Jesus by a disciple. The
response given is the Lord's prayer which in Luke
appears to be a shortened version of the earlier
Matthew, where it is embedded in the Sermon on
the Mount. Scholars dispute whether the earlier
prayer is the original or if both come from a lost
document of Jesus' sayings called Q.
Either would be a complete prayer since anything
extra would be superfluous. According to Matthew,
the "Father knows what we need before we ask".
Jesus warns against "babbling on, imagining that
the more (we) say, the more likely (we) are to be
heard" (Matt. 6.7). Often services include more
prayers than hymns and it is deemed mandatory to
include a recital of the Lord's Prayer, because Jesus
'taught us' to say it. Jack Spong contends that
“Jesus never composed the Lord's Prayer, nor did
he ever enjoin upon his disciples to pray.” (Biblical
Literalism: A Gentile Heresy)
This leads me to ask "why do we pray?" and, as the
unnamed disciple is made to ask "how do we
pray?". Put another way, what is prayer? As the
preceding part of the verse in Luke relates, the
request was made after Jesus had been praying,
presumably privately. It seems possible that Jesus
prayed in isolation. We read in all three Synoptic
Gospels that it was customary for him to retire to a
remote place in order to pray.
Perhaps it is more likely that he prayed silently.
Some may disagree, citing the prayer in John 17,
but I find it difficult to believe that a monologue of
such length and detail could be accurately
remembered. The Jesus Seminar claims that nearly
all of Jesus' utterances quoted in John reflect the
developing theology of a late first century Christian
group and only one verse (4:43) might resemble a
saying of Jesus (The Five Gospels by Robert Funk).
Whether Jesus prayed in isolation or in silence, it
seems that his prayers were private. These prayers
seemed to be a silent, wordless communion, but
with God or himself? He may have been engaged in
a mental process. We learn that Paul told his
followers in Corinth that he himself prayed with his
mind (1 Cor. 14:15). Which could explain how he
was able to pray continually (1Thes. 5:17).
According to Matthew, Jesus criticised the practice
of public prayer, of standing up intoning wordy
intercession. Yet this is as prevalent as ever. During
World War II the nation was called to engage in a
Day of Prayer, and as a teenager I found myself
wondering how many 'enemy' Christians were also
praying for divine intervention.
At the time of the invasion of Iraq, a local village
held a prayer vigil, presumably to ask God to take
6
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some appropriate action to avert the catastrophe to
come. The daily news from the Middle East reveals
how effective those prayers have been so far.
A story, probably apocryphal, tells of a man being
shown a photograph of a group of survivors from a
shipwreck, saved because they had prayed. The
man asked to see the other picture of those who
had drowned despite their prayers.
About six years ago, when browsing through the
bookshop in Tewkesbury Abbey, I chanced upon a
small book entitled Really Useful Prayers, edited by
Rabbi Dr. Jonathan Romain. Opening it at random I
was struck by a paragraph which compared the
Christian and Jewish understandings of prayer. It
appears that the English term to pray derives from
the Latin verb precare, meaning to entreat or
supplicate, whereas the Jewish word has its roots in
the Hebrew word l'hitpalleil, which means to judge
oneself or self-examination.
What a revelation! I realised that this must have
been what Jesus, a Jew, had been doing. Every day
he must have been looking inward critically, judging
his innermost self against what he perceived was
his Father's will, or requirements for full human
living. Theologians talk of the immanence and
transcendence of God, the concept of God being in
and around absolutely everything. We talk of God
as knowing every detail of our lives, of being
omniscient, but we don't know if that is true. What is
true is that only we ourselves know what we are
really like, or what we think or desire. I dare to
conjecture that most of us would find it almost
impossible to honestly face our real selves, to admit
to all our failings and weaknesses.
Public prayer prevents us from total selfexamination. Jesus did not need words and neither
do we. "Pray to your Father in secret" he
supposedly said. Every day, if we honestly face our
true selves, we must surely pass judgement on who
we are and how far short of human perfection we
are. We then have the opportunity to grow toward
the full stature of Jesus and experience the power
that propelled him into a full humanity.
We, like that disciple of old, need to ask "teach us
how to pray". Does this not mean - how to be
honest in our constant self-appraisal? So that in
everything we do in our daily lives, we may strive
towards establishing God's kingdom in our world, a
realm of love, compassion and justice for all.

Jack Dean sadly died in March,
he attended the Maidenhead PCN
Group, and was a member of Free
to Believe and St. Mark's CRC .

Stevie’s Voice
I remember your voice.
Sometimes you chanted your poems
slightly off key, but it was
what you actually said that mattered,
the way you put it.
Simple as if it were obvious,
clear as glass –
glass that can cut like a laser –
your stubborn, nosy intelligence
puzzling its course.
But the essence of idiosyncrasy
isn’t translatable, can only be quoted:

Coleridge received the person from Porlock
And ever after called him a curse,
Then why did he hurry to let him in?
He could have hid in the house.
It was not right of Coleridge in fact it was wrong
(But often we all do wrong)
As the truth is I think he was already stuck
with Kubla Khan.
Or your theology in a nutshell:

A god is man’s doll, you ass,
He makes him up like this on purpose.
He might have made him up worse.
He often has, in the past.
To choose a god of love, as he did and does
Is a little move then?
Yes, it is.
A larger one will be when men
Love love and hate hate but do not deify them?
It will be a larger one.
I can still hear it just like that,
your voiceprint on my mind.
Your ear was also accurate
for the voices of other people,
spot on. The Jungle Husband:

Dearest Evelyn, I often think of you
Out with the guns in the jungle stew
Yesterday I hittapotamus
I put the measurements down for you but they
got lost in the fuss…
Or Queen Guinevere, the wife who didn’t get it:

King Arthur rode in another world
And his twelve knights rode behind him
And Guinevere was there
Crying: Arthur, where are you dear?
An array of characters, each own tone,
each unique self-uttering
part of the human comedy.
Sharp without spite, your humankindness
knew you were odd yourself,
voiced singularity with fellow feeling.

All human beings should have a medal,
A god cannot carry it, he is not able.
Dinah Livingstone
First published in the Camden New Journal

Rousing finale
More than 70 people came to Rawtenstall Unitarian
Church in Lancashire on Saturday 23rd March to hear
the eminent ecologist and writer Alastair McIntosh deliver
a rousing address on the question: Does Christianity still
matter, and if so, why?, the final lecture in a series
considering ‘The Future of Faith’. Under the title,

'Towards Third Millennium Christianity: Activism, NonViolence and the Mystical Imperative', he led us through
the often-violent history of two millennia of Christianity,
with learned asides into other faiths.
A Quaker and radical pacifist, Alastair McIntosh argued
that if we are to rescue Christianity from what he called
‘the fear-driven dynamics of violence and domination’, we
need to address the ostensible ‘divine violence’ of
theories of the cross, of doctrines of salvation. Only then
will it be possible, he argued, to open up a credible
Christian theology for this Third Millennium.
In a wide-ranging talk he attempted to do precisely this,
concluding with a
deeply-felt
meditation on the
meaning of the
cross - could we
have been missing
its real significance
all along? His talk
was profound,
moving and
provocative in turn.
Group discussions followed, then questions to a panel
consisting of: Alastair McIntosh, Rev Dr Shannon
Ledbetter (an Anglican priest and theologian now working
with the Unitarians) and Dr Ben Dandelion (a Quaker
theologian). The event was chaired by Rev Jim Corrigall,
minister to the Lancashire Collaborative Ministry, which
organised this lecture series together with Pendle Hill
Quakers and the Progressive Christianity Network.
The full text is to be published in the Unitarian theological
journal 'Faith and Freedom'. (Annual subscription £15).
faithandfreedom@btinternet.com

Jim Corrigall

Eternal One
Inspired by John 20:19-31
Eternal One, as we travel through life’s valleys,
in the places of darkness, and despair,
we know that you are with us.
Even when life’s doubts assail us,
we know that you still abide with us,
watching over us.
Strengthen our faith.
Help us remember that you never give us
more than we can handle.
Embolden us to share our doubts,
to question our absolute truths,
our certainties, and to grow ever closer to you.
Ana & Tod Gobledale
June 2019
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Trinity Sunday
Sunday 16th June 2019: Proverbs 8: 1-4, 22-31,
Romans 5: 1-5, John 16: 12-15
The doctrine of the Trinity has never made much
sense to me nor, I suspect, to many who identify
themselves as Christians. God is our Father but He
is also his own Son and He exists as a Spirit. Jesus
was a real human being who died just like we do
but, absolutely uniquely, he came back from the
dead and is still alive, but somewhere else now
because he was also God. Indeed, the Son always
existed as a part of God from the beginning of time,
millions of years before there was a man from
Nazareth called Jeshua ben Joseph. (A more
accurate version of Jesus’ real name, in Hebrew/
Aramaic, not Greek/English). The Holy Spirit is God
too but is not the Father or the Son as well. God is
One, but also three. That’s the official view but who
actually understands it? Maybe it’s time to let it go.
There is evidence to suggest that those who wrote
the Creeds found it just as much of a struggle to be
clear about what they meant and they ended up
with a fudged compromise. Did they really need to
bother? The Trinity is a late doctrine and, perhaps
surprisingly, you won’t find the actual word in the
Bible at all. It was essentially designed to outlaw the
Arian ‘heresy’ which said that Jesus was himself
created and was therefore less than God. What they
ended up with was a God who is in three persons,
(though perhaps ‘personalities’ is a better
translation), but there is still only one God; there is
one ‘essence’ that they all share equally. I have
heard massively complicated sermons on all this
and at least tried to read some pretty complex
books but I confess I am none the wiser.
It used to really matter. Edward Wightman (a Baptist
from the same town where I was once a Minister!)
was the last man burnt at the stake in England, in
Lichfield marketplace in April 1612, for denying the
Trinity. At the end he was clearly very mentally
unwell, though whether this was the explanation for
his ‘heresy’ or as a result of the cruelty he
experienced for expressing it, is debateable. But it
was illegal not to believe in the Trinity, or at least to
say so out loud, until 1813. Terrible things have
been done in the name of this human theory. So
why was it considered so important?
The readings for today illustrate just how far distant
the formal doctrine of ‘The Trinity’ is from the more
tentative ideas in the Bible. The OT passage is
actually about ‘Wisdom’, almost a fourth member of
the team! It is not about a pre-existent Son/Jesus:
that’s reading back from later beliefs, not being true
to the writer at the time. In the OT ‘Wisdom’ is a
personification of the moral glue that holds people
together. It was mostly taught as advice for living or
8
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expressed in poetry. We might now use the term
‘conscience’ or ‘reason’. (Logos can be translated
as ‘the principle of order and knowledge’. Perhaps
John adapts this secular Greek idea at the opening
of his gospel to say that Jesus now represents what
Wisdom used to mean to the Jews). Like a trusted
teacher, ‘Wisdom’ guides our ability to choose
between good and evil: which is not a ‘Fall’ at all but
an enlightenment.
The very short Romans and gospel passages seem
to have been chosen only because they mention all
three elements with which we are familiar. ‘God’ (or
whatever we may call the ultimate reality behind
everything) can be experienced in different ways.
That makes some sense. But does the formal
doctrine of ‘persons’ etc. still say anything we can
believe in? For conventional faith it has to be God
who acted in Jesus, not just a man dying, so Jesus
has to be God, even if he never made such a claim
about himself. And then, because Jesus is no
longer here, there has to be some on-going divine
presence to be encountered forever afterwards.
‘The ‘Father’ is too remote; the ‘Son’ is back with
the Father, so ‘come on down’ Holy Spirit! The
picture is that the one God is like a human family or
community; with interdependent identities and yet a
unity. Richard Rohr calls it the ‘divine dance’ or a
model of diversity. Helpful images that at least move
us on from shamrocks and triangles.
Believing in the traditional Trinitarian God is not
about a cosy feeling that God is with you to help you
through life’s many difficulties. It’s not that following
Jesus and having a sense of the Spirit provides you
with some comfort that he has been there too. It’s
saying that there is no hope in human life without
this metaphysical transaction made once for all
within Godself. God has acted in Jesus to heal a
permanent and otherwise unhealable breakdown,
with eternal consequences one way or the other for
each one of us. The Trinity is supposed to make it
clear that God also did the dying, otherwise we can’t
be ‘saved’ just by a human being. Only Jesus can
put things right, because he is ‘God’ too. (Even the
creeds weren’t too sure where the Spirit came in!)
But I just don’t believe it. This is not the story we
need to hear. That doesn’t make us bad people in
need of rescue or redemption. We are not born into
such a state of mortal ‘sin’; it’s another invention to
make us listen. Life is just messy. Both good and
bad are still possible; the choice is ours. It’s not our
relationship with a God that’s the issue; it’s our
relationships with one another, and with our planet.
It always has been. Of course there is plenty that is
wrong about our life together. But does the only
answer lie in our escape to a promised afterlife?

What about the world here and now? Wasn’t that
what Jesus mostly talked about?
The idea that relationships are good for us makes
sense to me. But this has so often been turned into
an oppressive exclusivity. To enable everyone to
find a place as their humanity deserves, reasonable
caring people now accept a greater variety in the
ways we live than many people of faith seem happy
with. Within that diverse human activity there are
countless examples of love and care being given to,
and received from, another person. We become
who we are through our inter-connectivity, not in
isolation. When we do that, however we do that,
then, like Jesus, we are being like God,
demonstrating the ‘spirit of holiness’.
But of course that’s only half the story. Human
relationships are also difficult to get right. Our
modern world sometimes looks much more broken
than in the past, but I suspect it is just that we are
much more honest. Women, children, sexual and
racial minorities, those with a disability or illness etc.
were treated with disrespect for centuries and
nobody much cared. Many lives have been
sacrificed that should have been celebrated. The
moral temperature of a society does not seem very
closely related to how much people identify with a
religion. (Read Amos!) Indeed history suggests that
religions have been just as much the cause of
human unhappiness as offering a path towards its
solution. Remember Edward Wightman.
A God who is ‘up’ in heaven, and who ‘became a
man’ only at one unique point in our history in order
to transact a human sacrifice and who enables us to
experience psychological states of ecstasy, just to
keep us going until it’s all over, does not strike me
as a series of ideas that are much help to us in
order to live life better. Neither do they help us to
make a better world. A God where a relationship
within Godself is at the centre of things still doesn’t
work for me. But a focus on our relationships as the
key to ‘Godlike’ living in the pattern of Jesus, and
becoming a more fully human ‘spirit-filled’ person as
result? – that’s a different story and we need to go
on telling it.
This is an example from:
‘NOT YOUR USUAL SERMON’:
Radical. Rational. Inclusive.
FREE download for every Sunday
from Pentecost to August 25th
www.ben-whitney.org.uk

Ben Whitney was briefly a
Baptist minister and is now a
retired education social worker.

Inspiration!
For many Christians their faith has become a onehour-a-week church activity, or even less.
What is wrong? Why is it that what goes on inside a
church no longer inspires the general awe and
reverence it did only a century ago?
Cathedrals and churches were designed to overawe
princes and peasants alike. They were often
painted, inside and out, with pictures that told
biblical stories, adorned with images of saints, who
could be called upon for help. Chants were sung
and Latin words were intoned by elaborately robed
priests, who performed a variety of complex rituals.
People were taught that priests were empowered to
use magic words and symbols, and forgive or
condemn any person, or even change bread and
wine into the body and blood of Christ. This was
serious, as most people were very superstitious.
Critically, peasants were taught to worship God with
the same reverence that was expected when they
knelt to acknowledge their immediate lord or king.
We should also bear in mind that there was often
nowhere else for them to go, and nowhere socially
acceptable to go, other than church on a Sunday.
So much has changed. Now, everything about
churches is totally foreign to most children born in
Britain in the last fifty years. And more recently, the
situation has got even worse.
Church design, church ritual, even the idea of ‘God’,
provides little inspiration to young people who have
been educated with the computer, the tablet, the
mobile phone, and subject to the continuous
influences of mass and social media.
I believe that we were given some answers in the
last edition of Progressive Voices, by Edward
Hulme, Anastasia Somerville-Wong and John
Churcher. I agree with Edward that Communion is
now a barrier, rather than a bridge to faith and that it
has been developed into forms that are radically
different to how Jesus might have imagined events
at the “Last Supper” would be interpreted. I endorse
Anastasia’s “Twelve Vows for Life” and John
Churcher’s “seven ways” of being a Christian.
Anastasia’s “Vows” are all about “doing” (rather than
offering unnecessary praise and worship). John’s
list similarly identifies action as the hallmark of
effective Christianity: caring for the poor, feeding the
hungry, giving drink to the thirsty, welcoming the
stranger, giving shelter and clothing to the needy,
and taking care of the sick.
The objective should be to reinvigorate Christianity
by moving away from ancient rituals in churches, to
setting up more house groups, promoting more
informal bible study, and having less formal
Eucharistic celebrations.
Harry Houldsworth
June 2019
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A Narrative of Shared Humanity
Following the terrible shootings in Christchurch,
New Zealand I was amongst those who went to
Newbury mosque to show solidarity with Muslim
friends at Friday prayers. This was greatly
appreciated by all concerned. I’m also deeply
saddened by the killing of Lyra McKee in
Londonderry, perpetrated by the dissident
republican group New IRA.
Over Easter, we heard of the shocking bombings of
churches in Sri Lanka, with over two hundred
people killed. This is a country where I met my
Dutch wife, and had many adventures, including
facilitating a six-day course on ‘Vision and Values’
for twenty-four young teachers, who all happened to
be Buddhists. So that country is close to my heart.
I am a Quaker, and a Christian. So, as I sat silently
in our Quaker Meeting on Easter Sunday, I asked
myself how Easter relates to these present-day
atrocities. In gospel times there were doubtless
many who hoped that Jesus would, in some way,
lead them to freedom from Roman oppression. The
crucifixion completely dashed their hopes, and they
were left in despair. But then the penny dropped.
The liberation that Jesus was advocating was of a
different nature - a change of heart for all people,
irrespective of belief.
A change of heart is just as needed today, whether
we live in Sri Lanka, Northern Ireland, New Zealand,
Newbury, or anywhere else. There is something
deeper which transcends culture, nationality, sexual
orientation or beliefs. Our shared humanity is a
characteristic which fanatics of all extremes, as well
as ordinary people, have in common. How can we
foster that more embracive spirit?
In the main, perpetrators of extremist atrocities are
young men. But the great majority of younger
people in the present-day world appear to be
increasingly inclusive in the friendships they
develop. Religious difference also seems less of an
issue. One statistic on religious trends in the UK,
‘The British Social Attitudes Survey for England and
Wales (Harding, 2017)’ found that: ‘Among 18–24year-olds, the answer ‘none’ (no religion) was given
by 71%, compared with 27% of those of 75 years or
over.’ How many of the 73% of my generation who
identify with formal religion have really taken on
board that 71% of the younger generation don’t?
Beliefs of both young and old are, of course, mixed.
But, whatever our convictions, what might be the
bridge between those whose perspective is from
some sort of a belief in God, and others to whom
this is meaningless? Can we explore together
whether there is an encompassing worldview which
transcends ‘beliefs’, which we can all more fruitfully
engage with?
10
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Having been a militant atheist until my early thirties,
and now a Christian, I have been in both ‘worlds’.
So, as a teacher in a comprehensive school with a
growing conviction for the younger age group, in
1995 I left formal teaching to launch a venture going
into Sixth Forms around the UK. I went with teams
of young people from other countries to stimulate
thought on purpose in life and motivation. In the
following years, we facilitated about 800 sessions in
a wide variety of schools (See PV 24. March 2018.
‘Engaging with Schools’). At many of these sessions
students responded to human experiences. For
instance, one of my team mates was a young
woman from Australia, of Vietnamese background
who, at the age of six, was taken to the beach by
her mother to become a ‘boat person’, to escape
the Viet Cong. Her experience was universal, as
would be testified to by present-day Syrian and
other refugees. In schools we also explored mores
such as forgiveness and integrity, that anyone could
relate to, irrespective of religious or other belief.
From a Christian perspective, I now identify with an
understanding which differs from the ‘correct belief’
approach I had rejected as an atheist. What now
resonates with me is the inclusiveness of Jesus’
passion to foster ‘The Kingdom of God’ on earth.
Parables such as ‘The Good Samaritan’ and ‘The
Prodigal Son’ have a universal message, and all our
motives become focused by stories such as ‘The
Woman Caught in Adultery’, where the accusers
receive a healthy challenge as well as the accused.
It is worthy of note too that challenging teachings
such as ‘The Sermon on the Mount’ have inspired
many beyond the Christian family. The Sermon was
a great inspiration to Mohandas Gandhi, a Hindu,
for instance. It fueled much of his impact on the
struggle for Indian independence, yet he rejected
doctrinal teachings about Jesus. Many have been
subsequently influenced by Gandhi. Devout
Christian, Martin Luther King was one of them.
Despite their non-violent commitment, both King
and Gandhi were assassinated. And so the ‘Life’
and the ‘Way’ that Jesus embodied go onwards,
irrespective of discussion on creedal beliefs.
All this points to what I believe to be a more
convincing moral and spiritual worldview, focused
on the heart rather than on the head. The hearts of
the vast majority of us go out to present-day
refugees or victims caught up in atrocities. On a
more day-to-day level, most of us feel deeply for a
parent whose child goes missing, or for a homeless
person. We greatly sympathise too with the terrible
experiences of people caught up in natural disasters
like earthquakes and tsunamis. This compassion
seems to be embedded in our hearts, because we
are human beings, irrespective of our doctrinal or

other beliefs. Should we, therefore, more fruitfully
explore ‘the Way’ as a uniting factor rather than
focusing on doctrinal fidelity? I was reminded of this
recently when listening to Richard Wilkinson, author
of ‘The Spirit Level’, at the PCN AGM. He said: “It’s
more important what people’s values are than
where they think those values come from.”
Is what is needed then, to open our hearts to ‘the
other’, to understand and accept that their narrative
comes from a different (not necessarily ‘wrong’)
perspective, and move forward together? Surely,
our search should be for a story which all can be
part of? People may, largely, keep to their faith and
group allegiances. Muslims may still want to be
Muslims; Christians, Christians; or atheists, atheists
etc. each perceiving their own path to be closer to
ultimate truth. But from a broader perspective, all
could make their distinctive contributions to answer
the needs of the wider world.
Twenty-five years ago, my friend Letlapa
Mphahlele, a former South African liberation army
commander during apartheid times, ordered
massacres on white civilians, including St James’
church in Cape Town during a service. Eleven
people were killed and scores injured. Today he is a
different man. Last year he wrote an article in
Progressive Voices (number 25, June 2018) about
his spiritual journey, titled ‘A journey towards
freedom’. It finishes: “Beyond prejudices we
inherited from our forebears, across the fences and
walls we erect around ourselves, across doctrines
and dogmas we uphold, perhaps it helps to
acknowledge that there's a thread that runs through
all the ideologies and all the schools of thought:
common humanity. And if we recognise humanity in
others, no matter how different from us they look
and dress and talk and worship, we'll be nourishing
and watering the roots of our own humanity. Is this
a vision that can unite atheists like myself with a
variety of religious believers where we come
together for a greater ‘Yes!’ - the reality of a shared
humanity.”
We share the same planet, and are all in the same
boat in a quest for a just society. Can we Christians,
having our distinctive imperative of Jesus to draw
from, work with others to nurture the spirit of shared
humanity? Rather than the ‘them and us’ mentality
of extremists, as well as of many ordinary people,
can a more inclusive atmosphere of compassion
and integrity prevail? If so, a much better foundation
would be established, from which to work together
to meet the needs of the wider world. This is the
humanity I aspire to be part of fostering.

Howard Grace is a member
of the Newbury PCN group, a
teacher, and executive producer
of the film ‘Beyond Forgiving’.

Introducing
Martin Bassant
PCN Britain Trustee
My background is in
Physics; I taught to A
level and was also a
Principal Examiner for the
A & AS papers for the
London board. For the
last 17 years of my career
I was the deputy head of
a successful
comprehensive school in
East London. Now I am
retired and live in Leeds with my wife, Liz.
As a youngster I became a choirboy in my local
Anglican church but left the church when I was
about 17. The church was “low” but not too
evangelical. When I went to Queen Mary College in
East London to read Physics I was an agnostic,
which saved me from Christian Unions!
Whilst doing research I met my wife Liz, a primary
school teacher, and when I finished I went into
secondary school teaching. We both worked in East
London and after we married we attended a “low”
Anglican church in Walthamstow. During one
sermon the vicar brandished John Hick’s “The Myth
of God Incarnate,” which changed my view of
Christianity and I began to take a serious interest in
theology. I had assumed Christianity was “all sewn
up” without the rigors of physics discipline and of no
great intellectual interest to me. The sermon railing
against the book had the opposite reaction the vicar
had intended. I bought the book and theology
became almost as important to me as physics!
I recorded Don Cupitt’s Sea of Faith series, read
Hans Kung and watched Bronowski’s Ascent of Man
and during the 1980s I used both these TV series
for Sixth formers taking a General Studies course!
We taught in Zambia for 30 months from 1978-81
during the war(s) of Independence for Zimbabwe
and Namibia. This also had a profound effect on our
lives and convinced us both to join the Labour Party
to fight for an equal and fair, non-racist society.
I was fortunate to hear Adrian Alker one Easter,
after I had retired to Leeds, and was inspired to join
PCN. Liz and I now belong to the Harrogate Sunday
PCN group as well as the Leeds Saturday group. I
have added Armstrong, Borg, Crossan, Spong (and
Alker) to my reading lists; however, I still regard
Physics as my first academic love!
Liz and I have visited friends all over the world since
our retiring and live in France for around 3-4 months
each year. I feel that I am a European, who
happened to be born the UK.
June 2019
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Spiritualise
‘Spirituality is like a bird: hold it too tightly and it
chokes; hold it too loosely and it flies away.’
Rabbi Hugo Gyn
For many of us it is difficult to hold onto it at all. To
change the metaphor, across our society many of
us no longer have, or never had, a spiritual toolkit.
Does this matter and what can we do if it does?
These were some of the key questions posed by a
two year study conducted by the Royal Society of
Arts. It concluded in 2014 with the report which it
simply called ‘Spiritualise - revitalising spirituality to
address 21st century challenges.’ www.thersa.org/
globalassets/pdfs/reports/spiritualise-report.pdf
The active verb ‘spiritualise’ is significant. A
definition of the verb ‘spiritualise’ is ‘the act of
making something spiritual – infusing it with spiritual
content.’ Applying this to ourselves this could
become ‘infusing our lives with spiritual content’.
They launched their study with the aim: ‘to examine
whether new scientific understandings of human
nature might help us reconceive the nature and
value of spiritual perspectives, practices and
experiences’. A starting point was that many people
appear to self-identify as being in some way
‘spiritual’, without quite knowing what that means.
For many in our society, it comments, ‘without the
forms of tradition and institutional support afforded
by religion, it is hard to see how the spiritual could
be anything other than a private matter. It feels
implausible to imagine we will return to religion in its
current form en masse’. We are in this curious postsecular state where we need the emphasis on
solidarity, practice and experience found in religion
but we can’t go back if the condition of entry is
adhering to beliefs that many don’t identify with.
The report considers attitudes to ‘spirituality’. In a
2013 survey, nearly two thirds of people (59%)
believe in “some kind of spiritual being or essence”.
Even among those identifying as “non-religious”,
one third (34%) believe that a spiritual being or
essence exists. Similarly, only 13% of people (and
25% of the non-religious) agreed that “humans are
purely material beings with no spiritual element”. So
the notion of the spiritual carries a fair bit of
resonance. But there is much confusion about what
spiritual means. In light of this, the project
distinguished between spiritual beliefs practices and
experiences to highlight that whatever the spiritual
is, it’s not just about what you believe to be true.
With this in mind, the renowned atheist Sam Harris
sees value in retaining the word ‘spiritual’: “Many
atheists now consider ‘spiritual’ thoroughly poisoned
by its association with medieval superstition”, he
says, but, he goes on, ‘we must reclaim good words
and put them to good use’ – and this is what he
12
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says he intends to do
with ‘spiritual.’ “There
seems to be no other
term,” he suggests
“(apart from the even
more problematic
‘mystical’ or the more
restrictive
‘contemplative’) with
which to discuss the
deliberate efforts some
people make to
overcome their feeling of
separateness.”
I am reminded of the reformulated creed of the
United Church of Canada which starts: ‘We are not
alone…’ www.united-church.ca/community-faith/
welcome-united-church-canada/new-creed
Fostering the spiritual in us can be something which
can be unifying, regardless of religious or other
belief. As Philip Sheldrake put it: “Rather than being
simply one element among others in human
existence, ‘the spiritual’ is best understood as the
integrating factor – about life as a whole. Spirituality
is a word that stands for lifestyles and practices that
embody a vision of human existence and of how the
human spirit is to achieve its full potential.”
Some people have felt that developing our spiritual
nature is a turning inwards – an individual practice.
Sociologist David Hay, however, suggests that it is
more common for people to link the spiritual to
strengthened connections and relationships. As
Scots philosopher John MacMurray put it: “The unit
of personal existence is not the individual. We are
persons not by individual right, but in virtue of our
relation to one another…The unit of the personal is
not the ‘I’ but the ‘You and I’.” I am reminded of the
African Ubuntu expression: ‘I am because we are.’
Cultivating meditation and mindfulness practices, for
example, can be seen not as a turning in but as
deepening our sense of connection. Likewise, there
has been a long history which sets a wide divide
between ‘spirit’ and ‘body’. But we do not need to
follow this path. Each can enrich the other. ‘It’s not
an accident that many in the west begin spiritual
journeys with Yoga, nor that practice of Yoga often
begins with asanas (bodily postures) moves on to
pranayama (breathing exercises) and only then
deals with meditation or any discussion of divinity.’
The RSA report takes a look at the science related
to spiritual practices and their impact on the brain.
The term ‘neuroplasticity’ refers to the brain’s
capacity to change itself. We can do this much more
than we previously thought, although plasticity
significantly declines with age. As in sports
psychology, practice doesn’t make perfect, rather,

practice can make permanent. For good or ill, you
become what you repeat. The ‘fruits’ of spiritual
practice may only be accessible through habit and
consistency. The report concludes: If part of spiritual
practice is about seeking “a transformation that can
ultimately alter and orient one’s life and such
transformation entails the development of several
human virtues like empathy, compassion, humility,
patience and sacrifice, then the case for fostering a
culture of spiritual practice is very strong.”
The report thinks of spirituality in terms of four main
aspects of human existence that it says are
consistently distorted or misrepresented, but can
and should be a larger part of the public
conversation. They are: love, death, self and soul.
They were selected to illustrate why the spiritual is
not fringe or niche but at the heart of our lives.
First, love: How do we harness that deep wellspring
of meaning and power to act in the world? Martin
Luther King seemed to recognise that this was our
fundamental challenge: www-personal.umich.edu/
~gmarkus/MLK_WhereDoWeGo.pdf “Power
properly understood is … the strength required to
bring about social, political, and economic change”.
King argues that one of the great problems of
history is that the concepts of love and power have
usually been contrasted as polar opposites – so that
love is identified with the resignation of power and
power with the denial of love. Now we’ve got to get
this thing right, King goes on, “Power without love is
reckless and abusive, and love without power is
sentimental and anaemic... It is precisely this
collision of immoral power with powerless morality
which constitutes the major crisis of our time.” It is
equally true today. The spiritual injunction here is to
tap into the deep sources of our own power and
love, and embark on the lifelong challenge of
bringing them together in practice.
Second, death – and how contemplation of our own
mortality affects our view of our life. Bronnie Ware,
a palliative nurse, distilled the five most common
regrets from numerous first-hand accounts: ‘I wish
I’d had the courage to live a life true to myself, not
the life others expected of me.’ ‘I wish I didn’t work
so hard.’ ‘I wish I’d had the courage to express my
feelings.’ ‘I wish I had stayed in touch with my
friends.’ ‘I wish that I had let myself be happier.’
Thirdly, self. Four contrasting approaches are
viewed: letting go of self (a very strong aspect of the
Buddhist tradition), growing our self, learning to be
ourselves, and learning to be still.
Lastly soul, which the study refers to as a sense of
beyondness. ‘Soul gets at the idea of being human
in the context of the depth and breadth of humanity,
rather than being a particular person in the context
of a single life.’ Nicholas Humphrey argues that
humans actually live in what he calls ‘the soul niche’
and he means niche in the conventional ecological
sense of the term – the environment to which we

are adapted. “Trout live in rivers, gorillas in forests,
bedbugs in beds. Humans live in soul land.”
Humphrey adds that ‘soul land’ is a territory of the
spirit and also that this spiritual territory is not only
where humans live, but also where they give of their
best. Reclaiming the soul is also therefore partly
about placing creative expression at the centre of
people’s lives. Consider the expression of artist
Edward Hopper: “If you could say it, there would be
no need to paint it” or as the poet and dramatist
Victor Hugo put it: “Music expresses that which
cannot be said and on which it is impossible to be
silent.” As was said by Iain McGilchrist: “The whole
of creation is about the making of things particular
out of things that are whole… the soul is that which
seems to me not to be in any way opposed to
material existence, but transcends it. It’s not
separate from the material, in the way that a wave is
not separate from the water.”
The study makes reference to ‘5 a day for the mind’,
for which it draws on work of the New Economics
Foundation. In a similar fashion, Action for
Happiness, whose patron is the Dalai Lama, has
created a toolkit, based on research on levels of
happiness and wellbeing. They call it ‘Great Dream’
– ten keys to happier living. Not so much a new ten
commandments as ten insights into living a happier
and more fulfilled life. www.actionforhappiness.org/
10-keys-to-happier-living
The first five (GREAT) are: Give, Relate, Exercise,
be Aware, Try new things. The second (DREAM):
Direction, Resilience, Emotional intelligence,
Acceptance (of who I am) and Meaning.
Action for Happiness points to research suggesting
that our level of happiness is not set in stone.
Although our genes influence about 50% of the
variation in our personal happiness, our
circumstances (like income and personal
environment) affect only about 10%. As much as
40% is accounted for by our daily activities and the
conscious choices we make. So our actions really
can make a difference. Action for Happiness seems
to me in many ways to build on the work of the
Spiritualise study. It has a simple aim: to help us to
create more happiness or wellbeing in the world
around us. Spiritual practice in our daily lives can
play a big role in this. And is open to people of all
faiths and none.
Is there a way in which we can help our society to
Spiritualise, to foster and nourish spiritual practice
and outlooks which are not perceived to be about
preaching or converting? Helping people build their
‘spiritual toolkit, perhaps?

Jon Cape is a leader of the
PCN Forth Valley local group in
central Scotland and is a member
of Stirling Methodist Church.
June 2019
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Changing Morality and Generation Z
Lessons from the Barna Group Research
[November 2018]
What is 'truth' and does it change from generation to
generation? This question is answered in this
research by Barna Group, a leading American
research organisation focused on the intersection of
faith and culture. Its “Gen Z and Morality: What
Teens Believe (So Far)” investigates the nature of
generational 'truth' in our times.
The Barna research identifies five generations as
follows:
Elders were born before 1946.
Boomers were born 1946 to 1964.
Generation X were born 1965 to 1983.
Millennials were born 1984 to 1998.
Generation Z were born 1999 to 2015, the most
non-religious generation in America (only teens
13 to 18 were included in this study)
The research concluded that there is a constant
'slide' in moral conviction as one generation gives
way to the next, from a conservative perspective
among the Elders in most attitudes, towards a
tolerant, more permissive perspective among
Generation Zers who are at ease with cultural
relativism, highly valuing credibility, emotion and
honesty while rejecting 'revealed truth' upheld by
the Elders. The research also concluded that 24%
of Generation Z strongly agreed that morality
changes over time, the result of social change that
has led to the 'self' becoming each individual's own
moral authority and moral arbiter.
It is evident that what is considered by the Elders to
be, perhaps, revealed 'truth' based upon the
teachings of the Bible, Generation Z, the first truly
“post-Christian” generation, has developed within
and become the generation of relativists in which
'truth' is no longer a set of absolute moral principles
but are fluid and changeable according to each
individual's circumstances, time and place.
Overall Generation Z appears to be far more
accepting of the 'other' than previous generations.
The widespread use of social media, along with
instant news being available 24/7 in an ever
expanding world, has opened their eyes and their
hearts to lives that are not equal, fair or just. This
high level of empathy with the experiences of the
'other' has resulted in many Generation Zers
rejecting a sense of believing that “I am right” that
then means that “I” can legitimately contradict the
opinions and experiences of others.
Also rejected is the confrontational arrogance that
allows “me” / “I” to openly tell the 'other' that s/he is
wrong. This is also a rejection of a straight forward
polarised “right or wrong” attitude to life and to other
14
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folk who have different
ideas, opinions and
experiences. It is not as
much an attempt to
avoid offending the
'other' as it is a very
positive valuing of the
ideas and experiences
of the 'other'.
However, there was
evidence that those
engaged in church life,
across all generations,
maintained a much less
tolerant approach.
Generation Zers have not turned their backs on the
family unit but it certainly appears to be a
decreasing priority for them. And although it may
appear that career and self advancement is more
important than marriage, it does not necessarily
follow that Generation Zers also forego personal
commitment to a meaningful co-habiting
relationship. If this decreasing importance of the
family unit is the reality for Generation Zers then
there are major implications for church strategies of
evangelism that have heavily targetted the family as
a “building block”. As the Barna research states,
“It’s not yet clear if this refocusing of identity away
from family is the continuation of a descending
generational trend, or if Generation Z will gain a
deeper appreciation for the influence of their family
of origin as they leave the nest. Time will tell.”
Generation Zers are twice as likely to say that they
are atheist as the general adult population (13%
and 6% respectively). Perhaps not surprisingly, the
percentage of those identifying as 'Christian' has
continued to drop from generation to succeeding
generation. However, this research appears to
demonstrate that individuals, no matter what their
age, can have a general feeling that God exists but
not all are very convinced of that fact.
The Barna report asked a very important question,
“How can the church effectively disciple this
generation?” It also offered a positive strategy for
engagement between Church and Gen Zers called
'vocational discipleship'.”
A more in-depth analysis of this Barna Report is
available on my web site:
http://www.permissiontospeak.org.uk

John Churcher is a writer,
speaker, Methodist minister, and a
past Chair of PCN Britain.

This child:

Subversive

Written for the Baptism of a profoundly deaf child.
This child will turn our world upside down
As we watch we will be filled with wonder
As we listen we will hear with new senses
As we share we will speak in new ways
As we hold we will be moved to love
As we love we will be overwhelmed
As we care we will be anxious with hope
A cry will move us to tears
A smile will flood us with joy
A problem will move us to pray
A solution will lead us to praise.
Life will take on a new meaning;
New worlds will open to us,
New dreams will inspire us,
New life will give new purpose.
New purpose will drive us on.

I was recently
asked to give
a reference for
a longstanding
friend of mine
requiring high
level security
clearance for
Government
and
associated
work.
I was asked to
complete a
series of
questions
before writing
some
“freehand”
CC0 Public Domain
comments.
One of the questions was something like this: Does
he/she belong to or have links with any subversive
organization?
I immediately thought, well yes, of course, he’s a
committed Christian and the church is a subversive
organisation. (I answered that he was not
subversive in the sense they were enquiring about.)
But it set me thinking. I believe that if you read the
gospels Jesus is a very subversive character. He
turns all sorts of views and beliefs upside down
including those of the religious establishment of the
time, not to mention the government. He also rates
women highly, not how his culture worked at all.
And how about letting little children into religious
secrets? Immigrants invited to share the goodies if
they dare to ask, like the woman saying that even
the dogs get the crumbs.
What does that say about how we should be in the
world? How do we challenge people and ourselves
to look again at underlying beliefs which we may not
realize subtly influence our treatment of other
people, making them “outsiders” or “others” or
“foreigners come to nick our jobs / clog up our
schools / abuse our welfare system”? And what
about our attitude to prisoners and criminals? And
what would Jesus have said about these things?
I believe he would have reminded us of the intrinsic
worth and gifts of all human beings and encouraged
us to acknowledge our own gifts, those of others,
and use them to turn our societal damaging “norms”
upside down. It may be that doing this alone is too
daunting, and joining with others for inspiration and
support is necessary, perhaps campaigning groups
or political alliances or even PCN!
Anne Burge
www.publicdomainpictures.net/en/view-image.php?image=7900&picture=jesus-christ-revolution

Because of this child
This child will turn our world upside down.
Meryl White

Journey home
Touch my soul,
Be the guardian
Of my spirit,
The sunrise
And sunset
Of my day.
Be the Swallow
That returns,
That is
Eternal spring,
The reason
That is,
My journey home.
Chris Roe

Rainbow Revelation
If we can still our bodies and minds
while focussing on the presence of God in our lives,
it is 'something like'
the rays of the sun passing through a prism,
revealing a rainbow of intense beauty,
witnessing to the Spirit's activity in the world,
a revelation of God's love
through our lives and activities in his world.
Be still, and let God be God.
Ros Murphy
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Falling by our own Counsels
A Meditation on Psalm 5
A concordance of Biblical themes reveals alot. One
is how entries on ‘praising God’ are closely followed
by entries on ‘waiting on God’, ‘striving with God’,
and ‘threats to the life of faith’. Threats range from
the insidious - complacency, discouragement, doubt
- to the strident and explicit - denial, apostasy,
agnosticism, atheism. It is as if we identify with John
Bunyan’s Christian in Pilgrim’s Progress when he
met the ‘foul fiend’ Apollyon who blocked his path.
We are told that Apollyon’s name means ‘destroyer’,
and most of us know how easily it is to doubt.
Before us are examples like Thomas and Peter, let
alone Judas Iscariot. The Bible tells us that
agnosticism is sinful because God calls for wholehearted commitment. It might be the result of
ignorance, and, if wilful, then the consequence of
sin too. Of the many statements in the Bible on
threats to the life of faith, Psalm 5 is possibly one of
the clearest. It describes anyone attracted to the
threats, or willing to succumb to them, as a worker
in iniquity. It expresses the fearful hope that the
psalmist will be accepted into the house of the Lord,
and acknowledges that so many things can get in
the way and go wrong. The psalmist asks for God’s
help to ‘make thy way straight before my face’ KJV.
It goes on to say that ‘there is no faithfulness’ in the
mouths of such people, and asks God to destroy
them and ‘cast them out in the multitude of their
transgressions’. The righteous, on the other hand,
can shout for joy and enjoy God’s eternal protection.
Yet the Psalm says other things which, for a modern
believer, are worth further examination. It describes
the faithless person as an ‘open sepulchre’. In the
Gospels Jesus often refers to the Pharisees in this
way (e.g. Matthew 12:9 when they accused Jesus
of healing on the Sabbath), highlighting their ‘goodytwo-shoes’ hypocrisies and over-subtle-literal
reasoning. Ben Jonson was to caricature Puritans in
this way with Zeal-of-the-Land-Busy in his play
Bartholomew Fair (1614), and clergy through the
ages have been eligible butts for satire.
Open sepulchres appear nice on the outside but are
nasty on the inside. ‘Their throat is an open
sepulchre’, the Psalm says: what they say, what
they tell us, is duplicitous, self-serving, and we
should not be taken in by it. We should see it for
what it is - snake oil. It follows that such mischief is
carried out knowingly. They hide their evil intentions
under the guise of pleasant trustworthiness. ‘They
flatter with their tongue’ - the tongue appears a lot in
the Bible as both an agent, or instrument, of good
and bad. Here in Psalm 5 it can be used deceitfully.
We have a full indictment - the bad can seem
plausibly good, and we can easily be waylaid.
In studies of evil, psychological and sociological, we
16
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read about people who intend harm to others,
perhaps believing that laws and consequences
don’t apply or matter to them. The Psalm, however,
speaks about people who ‘fall by their own
counsels’. This has special resonance for us today
since we are surrounded by clever secular
arguments, and we feel obliged somehow to take
them into account. Arguments vary between outright
hostility to any form of faith (e.g. ‘religion is a
delusion’) to ‘reasonable’ attempts to adapt or
channel traditional faith in beguilingly new ways
(e.g. ‘spirituality but not religion’).
What all this seems to miss is the level of reflection,
meditation, prayer, inquiry and investigation that has
gone into holding such views. Many are generalised
and ill-informed opinions, made assertively and
dismissively; but others are thoughtfully arrived-at,
where the believer or non-believer struggles to
weigh up the evidence - and balance the evidence
of head and heart. Stem-cell research, abortion, the
Big Bang, evolution: all these require an immense
amount of thought, asking not just ‘what’ but also
‘why’. Many people, outside as well as inside the
Church, give it that responsible attention.
Knowledge often operates on an evidential level,
certainly, but it is shaped too by the presuppositions
or assumptions we have (e.g. whether matter was
shaped by random chance or fine-tuned by a
creator). Paley spoke long ago about finding a
watch in a field, and he inferred (and claimed we
should all infer) the existence of a watch-maker (i.e.
a creator) from it. His belief shaped his entire
argument. It is for this reason that the phrase about
‘falling by their own counsels’ matters so much in
Psalm 5. The psalmist is suggesting - even arguing
- that such people not only take wrong positions on
faith, but that they also base these positions on
incorrect assumptions. Indeed, they have ‘their own
counsels’ - their own knowledge base, perception of
reliable evidence, understanding of how things work
and people tick, their own reading and reasoning,
their own prejudices, their own enemies.
Yet, the psalmist alleges, such people, for all the
thought they’ve put in, and however theologically
literate they happen to be, and however far they
think they’ve travelled on their spiritual journey, they
still ‘fall’, and their false reasoning is why. All these
points and ideas take us to a challenging set of
conclusions. Whether the psalmist intended this or
not we cannot know for sure, but I think they did
expect us to follow them this far, and go further in
our reflective thinking about the matter.
It would be ungenerous to imply that the psalmist is
setting up a straw-man argument here. Such
arguments set out to misrepresent the position of an
opponent. They try to make it appear implausible so

Fishing

Bullenwächter
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/7/7d/Thorsberg_Shields.jpg
[CC BY-SA 3.0 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0)], from Wikimedia Commons

that it can more easily be refuted. You can then go
ahead and argue against it as if it really were your
opponent’s position. This is not merely a familiar
way in which any opinion or belief, religious and
otherwise, is interrogated, but it is a deviouslyclever way to destroy any opposition. The question
we should ask here is whether the psalmist’s claim
is such an argument? It is as if the evil person could
and should easily, by the simple stratagem of
realising mistakes or miss-steps in their reasoning,
come to their senses and correct themselves.
Given what the text says, with its clear dividing line
between good and bad; and given that intentionality
and the assumptions built into the way we reason
and understand our faith, we find ourselves in a
position to challenge Psalm 5 - and ourselves as we
read it - in asking about the implications of its advice
for the modern world. Well-informed and openminded faith and inter-faith dialogue takes us into
that wider domain where such questions can and
should be explored. It also protects us against the
postmodernist ‘anything goes’ thinking that any
opinion is as good as any other, and that authority as in doctrine and scripture - is illusory.
Psalm 5 challenges us to revisit the hard choices
we know we have to make if we say that we believe.
Above all to examine and reflect upon the ways in
which we got there. The psalmist modestly invites
us to ‘consider my meditation’, and concludes by
telling us of their joy in having God’s shield. Every
now and again it’s valuable to see behind the shield
and look hard at what might be behind it. Looking at
the back of the shield enables us to see how it is
made better.

Stuart Hannabuss is a member
of the Aberdeen PCN group, honorary
chaplain at Aberdeen University, and
an active musician.

The miraculous draught of fishes - John 21: 1–11
Jesus was dead; the disciples were devastated.
They had given up everything to follow the man in
whom they had great hopes for a new vision of life.
What
were
they to
do now
that the
dream
had
come to
nothing?
It was
Inbal Perlman
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:PikiWiki_Israel_6731_Acre_-_FISH_MARKET.JPG
natural
[CC BY 2.5 (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5
for them
to pick up where they had left off before they met
Jesus. So seven of them decided to go fishing. They
could turn the clock back, it would give them
something to do and bring in some money. The
fishing trip was a failure and at the end of the night
they had nothing to show for their labours. What
was wrong? They had done all the right things as
they had done so many times before but this time
without success.
They then saw a man on the shore who asked if
they had any fish. They admitted they hadn’t caught
any. The stranger then told them to cast their net on
the other side of the boat. They knew what they
were doing; why would a stranger know any better?
However, they felt compelled to do as he said and
as a result they drew in a huge catch of fish. They
then realised who the stranger was.
To take this story literally raises many problems but
perhaps there is another way that makes sense?
The disciples thought they could go back to being
the people they had been before they had met
Jesus. Any close relationship between people
affects each one. They had been close to Jesus for
about three years and they had changed. They were
no longer the people they had been, he had opened
their eyes to so many things - to what was
important, to changed values, to the observance of
laws and to an alternative system of hierarchy. The
story illustrates the futility of trying to go back – we
can only go forward, even if it means that we can no
longer ‘fish from the traditional side of the boat’.
Every day, and every encounter we experience,
irreversibly changes us to some degree and we
should make every effort to ensure we relate
positively to others. It is often very tempting to view
the past with nostalgia but, like the disciples, we are
encouraged to move forward to new ground, new
ideas and new opportunities. The Arrow of Time
only points forward, there is no way back.
David Kemp
June 2019
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Local groups
Please contact group convenors or
see the relevant PCN Britain web
page for further details.
Newcomers are always welcome.

Abingdon
01235 530480

Cliff Marshall

cliff.marshall@pcnbritain.org.uk

After focusing on issues raised by
Keith Ward’s, Love is His Meaning
during the winter, we were pleased
to welcome Keith who gave a public
lecture on 13 Mar. This was well
attended, very well received, gave us
much to think about, and it would
have been good to have more clergy
present to contemplate the issues
raised. Make contact if you would
like to receive an audio recording of
Keith’s talk. Some of us look forward
to attending the London conference
on 8 June and we shall be able to
follow this up when, hopefully, Adrian
Alker visits us in the summer.
Our normal group meetings will be at
7.30pm on Tue 4 Jun, 2 July and 6
Aug at St Michael’s Church Room,
Abingdon OX14 1DU.
Typically between 14-20, drawn from
our growing group of >30, attend for
discussions which are interesting
and are valued for the open and
accepting approach we adopt.

Birmingham Richard Tetlow
0121 4494892 richard.tetlow@pcnbritain.org.uk

We have concluded our Muslim /
Christian discussions for now. We
hope to recommence when we’ve
sorted out a new purpose other than
filming which did not work out. They
were very rewarding while they
lasted. We’re looking to increase our
membership so held another open
meeting on 13 May with follow up on
3 June based on Brian McLaren’s
DVD, ‘Everything must change’.

Bolton
01204 456050

Jim Hollyman
jim.hollyman@pcnbritain.org.uk

Our next meetings will be held at
1.30pm on Wed 12 Jun and 10 Jul.
We will be continuing to look at
Adrian Alker’s book “Is a Radical
Church Possible?” Adrian calls for an
honest look at the life of Jesus, the
faith of the Church, and suggests a
radical and more honest reshaping
to enable the churches to face the
challenges of the present day.
Our meetings are on the second
18
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Leeds

Wed each month at 1.30pm until
about 3pm. Currently held at 121
Junction Road, Bolton, BL3 4NF.
From Sept, first Wed each month.

Brighton

Sue Harrington

07943 401608 sue.harrington@pcnbritain.org.uk

We have been meeting for several
years but our numbers have been
slowly declining. Sadly, we reached
the point where it was no longer
viable to meet as a designated
group. We have decided to publicise
suitable events and meetings that
our members might be attending with
an invitation to meet there. I’m very
sad that it has come to this point but
by keeping the contacts up and lines
of communication open, we may be
able to rebuild – who knows?
In the meantime, some of the
members have been attending Hove
Methodist church’s ‘Thinking
Allowed’ a monthly Progressive
Christian gathering, which has been
stimulating and interesting. Most
recently some of the members wrote
a Progressive Communion service
which was ‘bloodless’ and focused
on community and joy rather than sin
and death. We are in the process of
tweaking it but I suspect it will always
be a creative work in progress – we
never intended to replace one liturgy
‘writ in stone’ for another.

Edinburgh

Sandra Griffiths

0113 258 2652 sandra.griffiths@pcnbritain.org.uk

Mary McMahon

0131 441 3337 mary.mcmahon@pcnbritain.org.uk

After a members' evening with
Richard Holloway, in which he
stressed the importance of respect
among differing viewpoints, and a
paper from John Stevenson
exploring the question 'Why did
Jesus die?', we turned back this
month to another Reformation theme
- 'Here I stand' - at which we shared
the individual journeys that had
brought us to PCN, as well as the
values and practices we tried to
integrate into our lives.
In May we will be changing tack to
look at the ethics of transplant
surgery in a session led by visiting
speaker, Dr Richard de Soldenhoff.
The year finishes in June with the
traditional 'looking back and looking
forward', at which the group will
reflect on the topics covered this
session, and give suggestions for the
new programme.

We meet at Chapel Allerton
Methodist Church/Centre, Town
Street, Leeds LS7 4NB, monthly on
a Sat, 10.30am-12noon, with coffee /
tea and mini-library from 10am.
In the last six months we have had a
variety of meetings, some less
structured than others: e.g. a brief
résumé of the arguments for
and against compulsory RE in
schools and discussion of one or two
A Level topics, such as arguments
for and against the existence of God;
a presentation of Alternative Truths
in Science and Religion; bring a
question, tell us about a meaningful
experience you've had or invite
others' views on a topic of your
choice; Bonhoeffer; and with 32
present, we heard from Geoff Driver
(former Leeds City Councillor) and
John Battle MP about ‘The
Bonhoeffer Project’. We look forward
to even more variety …

Manchester

John Ramsbottom

0161 456 5119 john.ramsbottom@pcnbritain.org.uk

We decided to use a book as the
basis for the meetings and chose
“Re-thinking Worship” by Jan Berry.
The chapters have been a starting
point for wide discussion. We began
by looking at the whole concept of
worship – what it is, what is its
purpose – and even whether terms
such as 'worship' and 'service' were
still appropriate and relevant today.
We have considered the importance
of space – where worship takes
place and whether this can be
helpful in stimulating our response.
The next looked at language and
how this influences the effectiveness
of our worship, particularly with
regard to prayer and to singing
hymns. The final section will focus
on Eucharist – holy communion – as
the central and probably most
authentic act of what we do, and
what is meant by sacrament.
Is the way we “do” worship at the
moment responsible for the decline
in church attendance? Hopefully we
will come up with some conclusions
as to the way forwards for the future.
Our final meeting of this session in
June will be devoted to making plans
for the autumn when the group
resumes after the summer break.
Meetings are generally on the 4th
Wed of the month at Heaton Moor
United Church in Stockport.

North Staffs
01782 632895

Nigel Jones

nigel.jones@pcnbritain.org.uk

We met in Mar and I gave a talk
about Mother Teresa of Calcutta.
Among her really appealing
approaches to what she called ‘living
the life of Christ’ were a focus on
each individual as a fellow human
being loved by God. Her theology
included acceptance of people of
other faiths or none, seeking
famously to "convert you to a better
Hindu, better Catholic, better
Muslim". She would not support the
Church in their campaign for
government jobs reserved for lowcaste Christians because the Hindus
would object; also perhaps because
getting involved in politics would
hinder her mission of love for
everyone. She also firmly stated that
it was in the people they helped that
they met Christ day by day, as well
as meeting Christ in worship.
In April I tried asking people to bring
something short to read and discuss.
Among the readings was one from
someone in the USA calling
Christians to accept a physical
resurrection of Jesus and literal
meanings of Bible passages.
Another was of Julian of Norwich to
illustrate how liberal she was in her
day. We had one about the gospel of
James to show there were in
practice a very large variety of early
presentations of the gospel and one
from Bonhoeffer about moving on
from traditional religious expressions
of faith. Each reading provoked
much discussion and the experiment
worked so well we will do it again.

Tunbridge Wells Sandy Elsworth
radpilgrims@gmail.com

On 26 Feb we explored The Last
Week by Borg and Crossan, a day-to
-day account of Holy week. What
actually happened on Palm Sunday
in the year 30 AD? The traditional
view often emphasises the contrast
of the crowd’s cheering Jesus on his
entry into Jerusalem, turning to
demanding his execution. The book
suggested that there were in fact two
different processions.
By provocatively overturning the
money changers’ tables in the
temple was Jesus ‘pushing his luck’?
To what extent did Jesus know what
his fate would be, and would he have
wanted to escape?
In discussion, Jesus’ confrontation
with authority was compared with the

famous image of a Chinese student
confronting tanks in Tiananmen
square, broadening out to consider
to what extent the church today
colludes with the status quo. Does
the celebration of Easter focus too
much on hot-cross buns on Friday
followed by Easter eggs on Sunday,
at the expense of the pressing
issues of poverty, justice and
concern for the environment? Why
are some of the events of Holy Week
missing from Easter liturgy? Sadly,
time ran too quickly to fully address
all the issues that were raised. It
had, however, been food for thought.

Mid-Wilts
01380 738155

Janet Tanner
janet.tanner@pcnbritain.org.uk

We meet on the first Thurs of the
month at St. James’ Church, Church
Walk, Devizes SN10 3AA.
We wondered, when we finished
‘The Jesus Fatwah’, whether we
would continue a study of Islam in
other ways. The DVD was wellmade, with a number of interesting
interviews, but we would have liked
more information and discussion
about Islam itself. We have proved to
be contrary and not pursued this!
Instead we are using the DVD series
‘Beyond Theology’, and are finding it
a stimulating experience.

West Yorks
07712620303

Michael Burn

michael.burn@pcnbritain.org.uk

At our meeting on 11 Mar we
welcomed Canon Peter Shepherd
who talked about his own personal
journey and his book “Questioning
The Incarnation”. The book had
received a rather damning review in
the Church Times (often a good
sign?) with words like heretical used.
We were able to read copies of the
review, and Peter’s rather more
reasoned response, as well as listen
to his fascinating talk.
We are looking forward to our
meeting on 13 May when we will
discuss Jonathan Clatworthy’s “Why
progressives need God”.
The meeting on 15 Jul will be
devoted to a consideration of
Richard Tetlow’s book “Perceptions
of Christianity from People of
Different Faiths”. He is to speak at
St. Mark’s CRC Library Evening on 3
Jul and Sue Hobley will introduce a
discussion of the book and talk.
It is gratifying that the numbers for
our relatively new group are growing,
but there is room for more people so
if you live in the area.

“The trials of our
times”
Dietrich Bonhoeffer
Sat 9 Nov, 10am – 4pm
Oasis Academy Mediacityuk,
Salford
£25 (inc refreshments & lunch)
Booking: https://bonhoeffersalford.eventbrite.co.uk
We are holding a special day
conference to give space for the
exploration of some of the
themes from Bonhoeffer’s life
and work.
It will include PCN Britain’s
Marcus Borg Memorial Lecture.
Speakers confirmed include
Rev Steve Chalke (Oasis) and
Rev Dr Noel Irwin.

Life, Death and
Everything
Free to Believe
Mon 9 Sept - Thurs 12 Sept
Bishop Woodford House, Ely
Reading party:
Richard Holloway,
Waiting for the Last Bus
and Dale Allison, Night comes.
£255 ensuite £235 non-ensuite
Martin Camroux, 4 Sorrel Close,
Colchester, CO45Ul
Deposit of £50, cheques made
out to Free to Believe

Our Church
by Marietta Kirkbride
Tuesday 2nd July, 7.30pm
Guildford URC, GU2 4BS
A powerful and captivating new
drama that explores, from
multiple points of view, what it
means to live a haunted life.
Should a convicted sex offender
be given a second chance?
www.watermill.org.uk
Advance booking £10 (<18 £5)
Tickets on the door £12 (£6).
01483 458689
admin@guildfordurc.org.uk
www.guildfordurc.org.uk
June 2019
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Reflecting on Perceptions
What mattered then?
My book ‘Perceptions of Christianity from people of
Different Faiths’ was five years in the making and
developed out of my experience as a vicar in
Ladywood, inner-city Birmingham (1989-2008) and
my continuing commitment and experience of inter
faith engagement. I sought to address:
 How could Christianity be more meaningful and
responsible? Both to the non-church-going
majority and to those Christians who find many
doctrines and beliefs contrary to their learning
and experience. I felt that the joys and truths of
Christianity were unknown to many, perceived or
experienced by others as so rigorously boxed-in
as to block their freedom in what I call the Holy
Spirit. In all this, PCN mattered to me.
 How could we, in the midst of change, appreciate
and build bridges with people of different faiths?
 How could mutual partnerships and lasting
friendships be better created across backgrounds
and faiths, both religious and non-religious?
 To reflect on my own interfaith journey: how might
it enable others as well as me?
Then the trumping question: what was I going to do
about this in my last quarter of life? I had positive
personal, academic and professional learning and
experience, so why not write a book! I hoped that I
might encourage others to answer the first three
questions so we might come up with some useful
responses. The opinions of others, as much as my
own, had always mattered to me, so listening to
others seemed a promising start. I asked five local
people of different faiths to write their perceptions of
Christianity, and then five Christians to respond. I
hadn’t realised how novel it was to work with the
subtitle: ‘to see ourselves as others see us’.
What has changed?
It has reinforced for me how fundamental our
contexts are to our attitudes. Times and contexts
have changed astonishingly over the time I was
writing. Globally: the Syrian civil war, ongoing mass
migration, Trump election, right-wing extremism,
increased awareness of modern slavery, plastic
pollution, and the climate change emergency, the
massacres of New Zealand Muslims and Sri Lankan
Christians, and the Brexit omni-shambles (thankfully
peaceful). Personal factors: repercussions of my
youngest son taking his own life, my work with
interfaith relationships in Birmingham and nationally,
and being a PCN trustee. We had all begun with
different views to be heard; how might we be
different now? I don’t know. Certainly, I am not the
same person, not entirely.
Changes need fresh and renewed responses. My
perceptions of life and myself have been enlarged
20
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through writing and now reflecting. I have a
renewed interest in the book’s relevance. My
theological perceptions, such as those concerning
Christian Scriptures and especially quasi-literalism,
are clearer to me. I increasingly recognize how
perception of the scriptures of major faiths, and nonreligious writings, are affected by personhood,
context, and change from their origins to the eternal
now. Affecting why we believed as we did, and
believe as we do, both individually and corporately.
What matters now?
A major revelation to me was the contributors’
misgivings concerning Christianity, and especially
their perceptions of presumed Christian superiority.
How can people of faith be honest about their own
motives whilst respecting their own integrity and that
of others? Christians require inspired, responsible,
and humble leadership to represent their faith.
Other faiths need the same.
My answer is grounded in my experience of PCN.
For me Christianity stands for loving God and our
neighbours as ourselves, the Golden Rule, ‘do as
you would be done by’. For me, Jesus
demonstrated this supremely. Love works: all good
faith and good Faiths share this priority. Love
matters. It fosters justice, kindness and generosity.
It demands trust, honesty and encouragement. It is
transformative, a mind-set, a theological vision, that
is not new but has to be constantly recast in today’s
disquieting contexts. How could mutual partnerships
and lasting friendships be better created across
backgrounds?
 To explore our own truth, about ourselves and
what we may call God, and be faithful. My
understanding is that we are inseparable from
God in whom ‘we live and move and have our
being’. By definition first, and like our breath,
always with us, ’the ground of our being’.
 To encourage one another to learn, and live out in
friendship, what matters most to us, both in
happiness and distress. Because we are all ‘in
God’ we are inseparable from each other,
including those of different faiths with our own
truths, past and present, institutional and
individual.
 To share the conviction that human relationships
are religion’s givens, of prime importance for
everyone from birth until death. I am not you; we
are not they. We all share this humanity in which
no-one is excluded and all are equal.
 To demonstrate that the wondrous differences
and similarities found in nature and humanity are
amongst the endless and consummate gifts of life
to be respected, shared and nurtured.
Richard Tetlow

Reviews
God's Biker by Sean Stillman, SPCK
Sean grew up in a
conservative
Christian family but
began to feel that,
despite, for
example, his
father's work in
prisons, churches
were not reaching
the marginalised.
This was true of traditional and the
more modern charismatic churches.
His personal interests lead him into
involvement with motorcycle clubs
and the biking community. After
much struggle described in
sometimes gruelling detail he helps
to found branches of a club started in
Australia called "God Squad".
Alongside this he recounts in equally
unsparing detail how he was
involved in setting up an initiative
called Zac's Place. He makes it clear
that the homeless and those
suffering from addictions or other
conditions causing mental imbalance
are as much part of that community.
They are not just people who are
there to have good done to them.
For me the most effective chapter
was one called Gethsemane where
he is very honest about the impact of
his work on his own life and of
tragedies that have affected him and
his family and his inability to make
sense of those tragedies.
This is a challenging read for
anyone. Some members of PCN
might struggle with what will often
come across as a quite evangelical
faith; he tells of one encounter with
what he believes to have been
demonic influence, is confident of an
afterlife and, I suspect, would have
little truck with more liberal
approaches to such matters as the
resurrection. But when a book is
based on experiences and the
degree of self-sacrifice described
here, I'd hope that such
considerations wouldn't put people
off reading it.
Guy Whitehouse
Angels by Peter Stanford,
Hodder and Stoughton
Apparently, following a 2016 UK poll,
10% of the people interviewed have
experienced the presence of an
angel, 33% people say they believe
in guardian angels and 7% of
atheists, in the same survey, say

they believe in
angels. This is in a
context where less
than 25% of us
consider ourselves
‘religious’. For most
people who believe
in angels, these
creatures have little
connection to formal
religion. The idea of angels is
somehow comforting, without the
need to absorb what seem obscure
and difficult religious teachings.
This book has a lot of great content.
The author takes us in interesting
detail through the history and
meaning of angels in the Old and the
New Testaments. He then takes us
through the history, stories and
meaning of angels in Islam. With this
understanding and the story building,
we return to Christianity and look at
the role of angels in the growth of the
early church, its medieval history and
the Renaissance. With the scientific
revolution we learn that angels, like
other elements of the supernatural,
move to the back of the stage.
Throughout Victorian society and
into the twentieth and twenty-first
centuries, we see angels rise againnot just in their old form but in art
and in popular culture in the shape of
Science Fiction heroes.
I am so pleased to have read this
book and know that I will read and
reread sections of it again and again.
Through the complex and sensitive
journey towards Progressive
Christianity I suspect that I am not
alone in struggling with a primal
desire to experience ‘the other’. The
history and stories of angels, half in
this world, half in another, remain, in
spite of everything, a fascination.
Peter Stanford’s book is a treasure.
Christine King
What We Talk About When We Talk
About Faith by Peter Stanford,
Hodder & Stoughton
Peter Stanford has
interviewed for the
Telegraph,
Guardian and
church press for
over 35 years. This
unusual book
selects 44 wellknown and lessknown people who
have made their
faith part of the life they’ve lived.
Artists, activists, leaders, rebels,
those on the fringes and those who
follow faiths other than Christianity

are included. You will find much to
attract, ideas which resonate, and
share Stanford’s free spirit as you
join his exploration of what believing
really means. These quotes will
introduce the variety of people and
ideas included in this readable book.
Sister Wendy: If one held views [that
God] is cruel and in need of being
placated … it would be one’s duty to
be an atheist.
Delia Smith: God enables you and
then you begin to understand.
Jonathan Sacks: There isn't one
truth, there are truths.
Michael Gove: Faith makes people
like me less certain of our views
because we are conscious that we
are fallible.
Desmond Tutu, following his
diagnosis of prostate cancer: When
they heard upstairs that there was a
prospect of my coming they said no,
no, no, keep him down here, we
can’t cope with him. Stanford adds:
Heaven's loss is our gain.
Stephen Hough: God is present in
everything that exists. Music itself
has no dogma, it has no message
beyond beauty, and that to me is
very spiritual.
Karen Armstrong: I had simply been
working with a spirituality and
theology that were wrong for me.
Religion and its mythology and
rituals make no sense unless we are
interpreting them, doing them in
some way, putting them into
practice.
As a therapist I encouraged people
to get a sense of how others dealt
with significant events in their lives
by reading biographies; this book
offers an accessible shortcut. It is
liberating and now it's in paperback
is certainly worth buying.
Peter Varney
Wisdom from the Christian Mystics
by David Torkington, Circle Books
This seems to be a
fictional account of
a man’s friendship
with a hermit
named Peter
Calvay. Peter is a
mystic who is
invited to give a
series of talks
about Christian
mysticism. It is through these talks
and their friendship that Christian
mystical teaching is explained.
The book is really about prayer and
how prayer was essential to Jesus
as a channel for divine love to flow
between him and his father God.
June 2019
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Jesus’ life and teaching enabled the
disciples and those who came after
to become open to that same divine
love through prayer. The Christian
mystics devoted their lives to prayer
so that they could become ever more
in communion with God. As
described, this is a way of life
requiring total commitment, a
commitment which became the basis
of the monastic tradition. Nor is it
without heartache as progress to
union with God also requires a
period of purification when prayer
becomes hard and one endures ‘the
dark night of the soul’.
I learnt much about the beliefs and
teachings of John of the Cross, St
Teresa of Avila, St Augustine, St
Catherine of Siena, St Francis of
Assisi, to name a few.
The author believes that a revival is
dependent on our reclaiming this
mystical tradition as a way of life for
lay people. It is only by becoming
spiritually open to the love of God
that we can become a channel for
that love to come into the world.
The book is hard going at times and
often repetitive in nature. I am not a
Roman Catholic and this left me
floundering to understand some of
the terminology used. It is hard to do
justice to this complex read.
Christine Clasper
Haunted by Christ by Richard
Harries, SPCK
Described as
“enormously
engaging, enriching
and provocative” by
Rowan Williams,
this book by the
leading Anglican,
Richard Harries,
comprises what
may be described
as a collection of fifteen essays on
the lives and work of twenty modern
eminent poets and novelists starting
with Dostoevsky and ending with
Marilynne Robinson. Among the
other writers considered are Gerard
Manley Hopkins, T.S. Elliot, Samuel
Beckett, W.H. Auden and William
Golding. As the author explains, the
writers which he has chosen are not
just the ones who mean the most to
him but, more particularly “the ones
for which the pull of religion has
been fundamental”. Each of the
chapters opens with a short
paragraph or so which sets out the
background and some biographical
information of the subject before
focussing upon their struggle with
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Christian faith and how that is
reflected in their work. Included in
the text, where appropriate, are
extracts from the poet’s work.
Although challenging, this is an
extremely enjoyable book to read. To
get the most out of it, it is probably
best for the reader to “dip” into it
considering and reflecting on each
chapter and, wherever possible,
looking at some of the subject’s work
in the light of the information in this
book. However it is used, this book is
worthy of a place on the shelves not
only of the student of religion but
also of English literature.
Nigel Bastin
A Cry is Heard by Jean Vanier, DLT
There will doubtless
be fuller, more
scholarly and
coherent
expositions of the
life and work of
Jean Vanier,
founder of L’Arche,
but it will be hard to
rival this accessible
and engaging little book.
Its 144 pages contain 44 sections.
Each section is a fragment: some
memoir, reflection on his experience,
on the lives of those who influenced
him, and all an invitation to a better
way of doing life in an increasingly
broken and unequal world.
Though described, in part, as “a
memoir” and a “spiritual
autobiography”, there is quite little
about Vanier himself. We hear of his
roots in Quebec – his father rose to
become Governor General of
Canada – his own early years in
Geneva, his time training at the
Royal Naval College in Dartmouth
and subsequent service in Britain’s
Royal Navy. From there, Vanier
spent a considerable number of
years far from the limelight, in the
Christian community near Paris, and
studying for a doctorate in
Philosophy at the University of
Toronto, simply in solitude, until he
lands in the village of Trosly and
begins a fresh adventure living
alongside two others with learning
disabilities, inspired by his mentor,
Father Thomas, who had a larger
such community nearby that was
later to be absorbed by L’Arche.
The book is written in Vanier’s old
age. He is 89. He has been free from
the role of leader of L’Arche since
1980 and now from wider
international responsibilities. He is
free simply to be in his adopted

village and his long-term community.
He gives occasional retreats and is
free to reflect on what he calls in the
subtitle his “path to peace” with
gentle hints that this, in turn, points a
way for a better world. Hence, the
book is a “call to unity”. It’s a gentle
and very compelling one.
Nick Jones
Perceptions of Christianity by
Richard Tetlow, AuthorHouse
I write this on the
day the Guardian
reports: “the
number of young
people in the UK
who say they do
not believe that life
is worth living has
doubled in the last
decade”. This book
is a response to this and the
increase in the “nones”; and offers a
“progressive Christianity” which can
also co-exist with other faiths.
In his final paragraph he asks us “to
be kind to anyone we meet today”
and this review is offered in that
spirit. His plan is a good one but I
feel he gives too little space to his
invitees and too much to his own
thoughts, and more editing would
have made the book more concise
and focussed.
Tetlow offers us a way to look at our
understanding of belief and faith by
inviting five people of other faiths to
share their perceptions of
Christianity. This is followed by
responses from five Christians of
different traditions, and then his
more developed response.
If we let the questions and
disagreement from the contributors
of other faiths speak to us, we will
find places where we are with them
rather than with the church traditions
they criticise. There is criticism of
Christian proselytisation, and of
Christians who see themselves as
“the only path to God”.
The five Christian responses point to
the need for education, dialogue and
respect. These are followed by
Tetlow’s own response, which takes
up almost half the book. It comes
from a personal journey of loss and
difficulty and ministry in London and
Birmingham, where his love for all
around him enabled him to make
strong connections. When he sets
out his own take on progressive
Christianity most readers will
welcome much of what he says. He
does not “delve into sacrificial
atonement” and responds to the

Jewish and Muslim contributors by
suggesting Jesus represents “the
mystery of the human incarnation of
God in all of us”.
Peter Varney
The Persuasion of Love
by John Blakely, Circle Books
Ever since reading
W H Vanstone’s
‘Love’s Endeavour,
Love’s Expense’
back in the 1970s,
my thinking has
revolved around the
idea that the whole
framework of
Christian doctrine is
an outworking of “God is love”.
Blakely comes to the question by a
different route, and his scope is
wider. He grapples with the idea that
love could actually be the “theory of
everything” that the scientists find so
elusive. “that love really is what the
universe is made of” (p.5).
He draws on our human experience
of love as a way to understanding
God. He considers a number of the
aspects of love as we know it, and
asks whether the statement “God is
love” means that all these things are
inherent in the nature of God. He
then looks for signs that suggest that
love is at the heart of the universe.
He sees in the mysteries and
paradoxes of quantum theory the
way in which everything in the
universe is connected and “electron
can call to electron across the infinite
reaches of space” (p.55).
He points out that there is no
meaning in love without relationship,
and that it must be with another free
being. This means that creation is
experimental, and there must be the
possibility that the experiment could
go disastrously wrong.
He then goes on to say that because
of Christ we can be assured that the
experiment will succeed and “love
will have the final word” (p.110). This
depends on a literal view of the
incarnation and a physical
resurrection: an uncomfortable
implication for those of us who feel
that this is not necessarily so.
This is a book full of bold, thoughtprovoking statements and some
beautiful insights. Even where we
may disagree, it challenges us to ask
the really difficult questions. I would
heartily recommend it as warranting
more than one reading.
Ray Vincent

Home by Another Route
by Paul Bradbury, BRF
Paul Bradbury, an
experienced
pioneer minister in
the CofE, argues
that the idols of
consumerism and
materialism which
recruit everything
into a religion of
“more”, pose the
church with a
challenge that is more radical than
can be solved by a few tweaks here
and there. Using the vision in Ezekiel
37: 1-14, he likens the church to the
dry bones which will be restored to
life by the Spirit. But this will not be
resuscitation but resurrection. It
cannot return to its old structures but
will need to find “a new way of being
home as God’s people in a hostile
culture”. He is influenced by Jürgen
Moltmann who sees this new way
coming “from below - from men and
women who say: ‘We are the
church’” and he points to liberation
theology, Pentecostalism and the
emergent pioneer ministry as
movements “from below”. He argues
for “the refounding of the church on
fundamental reliance on [God’s] Holy
Spirit and the pre-eminence of His
word and action”. He points out that,
if the CofE is to respond to the
challenge and enable the Spirit to
lead the way, there needs to be a
different approach to vocation and
for new forms of organisation with a
much stronger emphasis upon
mission. Those of us who are not
part of the charismatic movement will
agree on the need for radical reform
and, as a priority, the church needs
to recognise that, if its priests are to
engage fully and effectively in
pastoral and spiritual matters
including mission, it needs to take
urgent steps to reform the parish
system to relieve them of the
managerial tasks which are
particularly onerous in multi-church
benefices. This book is thoughtprovoking and most pages contain
something challenging with which
one may either agree or disagree.
Nigel Bastin
The Triumph of Christianity by Bart
D. Ehrman, Oneworld
Bart Ehrman is a historian and
approaches the first five hundred
years of Christianity as one. He
challenges biblical and Christian
sources as rigorously as any others.
He reminds us that ‘Historians are

neither priests nor
psychologists. They
lack the capacity or
resources to
explore what a
person really and
genuinely believed,
only what they say
about themselves
and what they did in
their lives. And, of course, for over
99.99 percent of the people who
lived in antiquity, we have no access
even to that.” p.108-109 What he offers
is an overview of those first centuries
drawing on a number of sources and
authors and current thinking.
He outlines two views of the growth
of Christianity, divine providence and
Constantine's conversion, and then
begins to unpick them. He argues
that if the first, why was it not
immediate, and that it was possibly
inevitable by the second. He
elaborates on Rodney Stark’s ‘The
Rise of Christianity’ to propose rapid
growth in the first 60 years, then a
slowing, but still exponential, growth
over the decades.
He argues against mass conversion,
proposing a slow word-of-mouth
movement, that was exclusive and
missionary in contrast to, what has
become termed, pagan religion. This
was assisted by the idea of
henotheism: affirming one true God
whilst still accepting lesser ones,
within society. Also a firm belief in
miracles empowered by the one
living God in contrast to dead idols,
the fear of eternal punishment, and
the imminent apocalyptic return of
Jesus. This zeal filled the martyrs but
also was turned on others when
power was finally in the hands of
church leaders. He notes that the
tolerance advocated when in the
minority rapidly vanished when this
happened. He laments that ‘One
thing lost in this triumph was all the
massive and glorious diversity of
religious expression’ which ‘brought
with it a widespread tolerance of
difference, a sense that varying
paths to the divine were not only
acceptable and allowed but also
desirable.’ p. 285-286
This is an informative and
illuminating read that challenged my
assumptions and is giving me much
to ponder in light of some church
initiatives’ possibly uncritical focus
on Acts as the model for renewal.
Dave Coaker
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A sheer film,
Covering the heart of love;
Concealing nothing,
Enveloping everything;
Permission already granted.
Tenderness awaiting.
Always present,
Not always perceived;
Calling us in hope.
Encounter the heart of love.
David Coaker

Helen Yousaf
https://www.facebook.com/helen.yousaf.5
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